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THE SECOND ANNUAL REVIEW UNDER THE
DECLARATION ON RELATIONS WITH POLAND

Report of the Working Party on Relations with Poland

The Working Party was appointed by the Council at its meeting on
May 1963 and was instructed "to conduct t-he second annual review under

paragraphs A:4 and B:3 of the Declaration of 9 November 1959 on relations
between contracting parties and Poland and to submit a report to the Council.lt
The scope of the review as defined by the Council in 1962 was as follows:

(a) efforts made and progress achieved, in the expansion of trade
between Poland and the signatories to the Declaration;

(b) any problems arising from -the trade relations between Poland and
the signatories; any representations or consultations that may
have been made or carried out pursuant to paragraphs A:2 or B:2
of the Declaration; and

(c) action taken or arrangements made by Poland for making public its
laws, regulations, judicial decisions, administrative rulings and
agreements as well as statistics pertaining to trade, as provided
in paragraph A:3 of the Declaration.

2. kt the meeting of the Council on 21 June.-.1963, the representative of
Poland made a statement on trade relations between contracting parties and
Poland (see Annex II) which the Council agreed should be used as a basis
for the present review.

3. A number of signatory governments supplied the Working Party, either
in writing or orally during its deliberations, with data relevant. to the
first two subjects of the review. The secretariat has been asked to reproduce
this materials together with any similar material that might be received from
other signatories after the close of the Working Party meeting as "country
notes" which would be appended to this report for submission to the Council
(see Annex I). The principal general points covered ini the review are noted
in the following paragraphs.

¹BISD, Eleventh Supplement, .page 72; for the text of the Declaration see
Eighth Supplement, page 12.
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Expansion of trade with Poland

4. The Working Party noted from the material supplied to it by the Polish
authorities that the year 1962 had been less favourable for the Polish economy
than 1961, mainly due to the effect Qf bad weather conditions on agriculture.
The commercial exchanges of Poland had, however, further risen in 1962, by
about 10 per cent. On the ort side, the share of machinery and equipment
goods had increased while the of raw materials (including coal) and semi-
manufactures had fallen. The share of GATT contracting parties in Poland's
total foreign trade had decreased somewhat in 1962, from 48 per cent in 1961
to 46 per cent in 1962. Agricultural products still constituted about half
of the total exports of Poland to the countries of Western Europe.

5. The Polish representative explained that the foreign trade programme of
Poland formed an integral part of the country's economic planning. Import
commitments undertaken by Poland towards the socialist countries of Eastern
Europe generally constituted firm buying obligations and were taken to be
definite elements in the Five-Year Plans. The import quotasuprovided for the
market economy countries were, on the other hand, only indicative in nature and
there could be no certainty of their being always taken up in actual trade.
The current Plan envisaged that the share of the GATT contracting parties in
the total foreign trade of Poland would remain at the same level of about
46 per cent in the next five years. But this would depend on the market
conditions for Polish exports. Five-Year Plans were subject to annual
reviews and revisions, if necessary. The uncertain propsects of exports to
western countries in general had made it necessary for Poland to reduce
somewhat her imports from these countries. The trade deficit with GATT
countries amounted to $139 million in 1961 and $111 million in 1962
(or $123 million and $58 million respectively, excluding Czechoslovakia).
The persistency of this deficit was an essential element amongst the limiting
factors in Poland's trade with Western countries.

(i) Polish exports

6. With regard to agricultural products, the Polish delegation mentioned,
inter alia, the regulations brought into force in July 1962 by the EEC under
the common agricultural policy, and pointed out that Polish exports of the
products affected by those regulations had shown a tendency to decline
immediately upon the adoption of the regulations.

7. It can be seen, nevertheless, that the global amount of Poland's exports
to the EEC has risen by 11.5 per cent as compared with 1961.

8. The Working Party noted that the trade deficit with COMECON countries
amounted to $108.7 million in 1961 and $197.3 million in 1962. In this
connexion the Polish representative recalled the explanation which he had
given in the course of the first review, as noted in paragraph 6 of the
relevant report.1

¹BISD, Eleventh Supplement, page 73.
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9. The Working Party discussed with the representative of Poland the policy
being pursued by his Government with regard to -the direction in which
production and exports were to be expanded, and was informed that on account
of the difficulties feared in the future expansion of agricultural exports,
specialization was being concentrated on the industrial sector, particularly
in the production of complete industrial plants. In fact, Poland had been
selling sugar works to several countries, and various types of heavy machinery
were being exported, notably to less-developed countries.

(ii) Polish imports

10. While it was noted that the level of Polish imports from contracting
parties would largely depend on market conditions for Polish exports, over
88 per cent of these to the GATT countries currently went to industrialized
countries. However, while as indicated in paragraph 11 below, there were
welcome prospects that Poland's imports from developing countries would rise
significantly, the Working Party enquired as to the prospects of opportunities
being offered -Co other contraction parties to lift the general level of trade
with Poland. The representative of Poland stated that it was the intention
of his Government not only to maintain the GATT countries' share in Poland's
total trade but to provide for them a reasonable and equitable share in the
growth of the Polish market. In general this intention applied also with
respect to individual sectors of Polish imports, including capital goods
and equipment.

(iii) Trade with less-developed countries

11. The attention of the Working Party was called to the developments in
Poland's trade relations with less-developed countries. The representative
of Poland said that the share of the developing countries in the imports into
Poland had been fairly low in the immediate post-war period, mainly because of
the urgent need to import capital goods required for economic reconstruction.
In recent years, imports from the less-developed countries had shown a steady
increase, and at present represented about 20 per cent of Poland's total
imports from market economy countries. In 1962, imports into Poland from the
less-developed countries in GATT had increased more (by 8 per cent against
1 per cent) than its exports to these countries. The trade balance for 1962
showed a deficit for Poland in favour of the less-developed countries in GATT
of $3.5 million.

12. In reply to a question about future prospects of trade between Poland
and the less-developed countries, the representative of Poland drew attention
to the statement made by the Polish Vice-Minister for Foreign Trade,
Mr. Modrzewski, at the meeting of Ministers in May, that Poland would continue
its efforts to increase its trade with the developing countries, which was
already rising faster than that with any other group of countries and that
Poland recognized the need to increase the consumption of goods imported
from the developing countries and in that direction it formulated its plans
for future years.
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Representations and consultations on specific problems

13. The Working Party noted that no specific problem of the kind envisaged
in paragraphs A:2 or B:2 of the Declaration had been reported for attention
by the CONTRACTING PARTIES; nor had there been reference to any representations
or consultations which should be covered in section (b) of this review. It
wishes in this connexion to recall its observations on the occasion of the
first review as noted in paragraph 10 of its report on that review.1

14. The representative of the United States informed the Working Party of
the efforts being made by the Administration of the United States to restore
the authority to grant most-favoured-nation treatment to Pclafid and Yugoslavia;
the question was, however. still under consideration by the United States'
Congress.

Publications of laws, regulations, etc. by Poland

15. The Polish representative reaffirmed that the requirements of
paragraph A:3 of the Declaration had been fully met, as noted in paragraph 11
of the report of the first review;.

16. At the Council meeting on 21 June 1963 a contracting party had requested
information on Pcland's participation in COMECON. In reply to this request
the Polish representative referred to statements made at the Preparatory
Committee of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development as noted
in E/CONF.46/PC/SR.)8, dated 13 June 1963, which in his view gave an adequate
expos on the mechanism of COMECON. The contracting party which had made the
request indicated that it did not wish to pursue this matter further at this
time.

General

17. Some members of the Working Party referring to the statement made by
Mr. Modrweski at the ministerial meeting in May concerning the. Polish interest
in participating in the forthcoming trade negotiations with GATT countries,
enquired about the nature of counterparts which Poland would be in a position
to offer in exchange for tariff reductions from which Poland would benefit.
The Polish representative, in the course of discussion, supplied useful
information. The Working Party agreed that substantive discussion of these
questions would have to take place in a competent organ of the.CONTRACTING
FARCES.

18. The Working Party considered that the review had once again provided an
opportunity for a frank and full exchange of views, contributing substantially
to a better understanding of the present situation and generally fulfilling
the purposes, as envisaged by the CONTRACTING PARTIES of the review provided
for in the Declaration.

¹BISD, Eleventh Supplement, pages 74-75.
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ANNEX I

Information on Trade Relations with Poland
Supplied by Governments

1. The Declaration of 9 November 1959 on Relations between Contracting
Parties to GATT and Poland is in force between Poland and the following
thirty-six governments

Australia
Austria
Belgium
Burma
Canada
Ceyrlon
Chile
Cuba
Czechoslovakia
Denmark
Finland
France

Germany, Fed. Rep. of Norway
Ghana Pakistan
Greece. Rhodesia and Nyasaland, Fed. of
India Sierra Leone
Indonesia Sweden
Israel Switzerland
Italy Tanganyika
Japan Trinidad and Tobago
Luxemburg Turkey
Netherlands United Kingdom
New Zealand United States
Nigeria Uruguay

2. Reproduced in this Annex are notes embodying information supplied by
governments. Unless otherwise indicated, the information has been supplied
specifically for the second review in the spring of 1963 or since the con-
clusion of the first review in 1962.

AUSTRALIA

In the trading year .1961/62 Australia's exports to Poland rose to £9.5 million
compared with a figure of £7.9 million for 1960/61.; although this was lower than
the average of £12.1 million for the three previous years. However, Table 1
indicates a substantial fall in exports in Ithe current year.

Table 1: Trade with Poland (IAm.)

Exports

1959/60
1960/61
1961/62
July 1962/April 1963

10.86
7 93
9. 47
4.00

Imports

0.25
0.39
0.43
0.45

Balance
(+ = in Australian favour)

+10.61
+ 7.54
+ 9.04
+ 3.55

Imports from Poland in 1961/62 reached LA.430,000 the highest level for some
years and as shown in Table 1 this has been exceeded during the first ten months
of the trading year 1962/63.
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Wool accounts for 95.5 per cent of Australia's exports to Poland (see Table II)
and in 1961/62 Poland was Australia's tenth most important wool customer. On the
other hand, Polish exports to A, stralia are much more diversified - the major item
being textiles.

Table I: - Composition of Trade
1961/62 (Commodities valued at more than LA.5,000)

Exports to Poland £A.000's Imports from Poland £A.000's

Raw wool 9,046 Textiles 152

Zinc ores and concentrates 199 Chemicals 17

Hides, cattle 10 Furred skins 11

Rutile concentrates 59 Metal working machinery 20

Zircon concentrates 6 Textile machinery 18

Unwrought lead 126 Toys 15

Machinery 19 Vehicles 9

Glassware 3

Wines and spirits 7

Kraftpaper 58

Australia has not undertaken any specific trade promotion activity in
Poland since the Declaration became effective. The principal difficulties
facing an expansion of Australian trade are Poland's shortage of foreign
exchange and Polish bilateral agreements with other countries.

There have been no consultations between Australia and Poland in the
context of the GATT Declaration. Largely because of Poland's adverse trade
balance with Australia a number of discussions have taken place between
Australian and Polish officials on ways in which Poland might increase its
sales to Australia.

Poland enjoys fullm.f.n.tariff treatment in Australiaand thereis no
discrimination in the application of our remaining import restrictions. However,
because of the system of State trading maintained by Poland, Australia retains
discretion as to the criteria to be applied in connexion with the administration
of anti-dumping and countervailing measures.
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AUSTRIA

(a) Trade between Austria and Poland is conducted in accordance with a bilateral
agreement between the two countries. In order to establish conditions conducive
to the steady expansion of this trade the two parties have agreed to make this
agreement of a long-term nature. The agreement currently in force is valid
for five years from 1 July 1962.

The agreements provide opportunities for deliveries of a great variety
of Polish products including consumer goods so as to take account of the structure
of Poland's export interests. Trade under the agreements resulted in a surplus
in favour of Poland amounting to 287 million Austrian schillings in 1960, to
nearly 30 million schillings in 1961 and to 89 million schillings in 1962.

(b) The problems arising from the trading relations between Poland and
Austria have been examined several times in a joint governmental committee.
purpose of the consultations in. this committee was to ensure expansion of
reciprocal trading relations.

The

BENELUX

Commercial relations between the Benelux countries and Poland are based on
an agreement between Poland and Benelux signed in Warsaw on 3 March 1959. The
same day another agreement -was also signed providing a multilateral payment
system with Poland.

Import quotas are specified in the trade agreement.

Negotiations for the conclusion of a new agreement were initiated in
April 1963. They have been interrupted but will probably be resumed shortly.

The growth of
following data:

trade between Benelux and Poland may be illustrated by the

Imports from
Poland

Exports to
Poland

(in million US dollars)

9.942
9.15
13.07
16.946
18.282
19.63
30.7

28.576
14.044
28.21
29.404
31.39
21.068
21.64

In the tariff field,
treatment to Poland.

the Benelux countries grant most-favoured-nation

Year

1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
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CANADA

In thespring of 1960 representatives of Canada and Poland held
explanatory discussion comecerning theDeclaration of 9 November 1959,. with
a view to possible participation in the GATT Tariff Conference. The
representatives of Poland wereinterestedinfinding a basis for a meaningful
exchange of concessions. The Polishsuggestion that minimumimport cotmmitments
in exchange fro tariff concessions might provide might such a basis was discussed in
torre detail. However, no conclusive results werereached in these informal
talks and in view onthe lackof prograss bythe CONTRACTING PARTIES and Poland
in finding asatisfactorybasis for negotiations, the matter has not been further
pursue.

Canadian impersus from Poland increasedby 50 per cent between 1961 and
1962. They consist,in equal properties, of agricultural products,textile
goods and other manufactures products.A widerangeof imports fromPoland m Poland
substantial increase in 1932on1961, andthe prospects fora o. co.--.s for a
e seem good. rc-.-'e < ee:i I1

to Poland, which deelined slightly betwen; slightly be.'Een 1961 and 1962,
yof wheat. For expert goods other than there was an increase here -vias an i-nrease
of :b.r.Q 0 ;r cF.

arisen in respect of between CanadaandPolandade bete.3r'. Car-ad and Poland
in the 7oel icd u-.j.Kcr£ v

C RCHC6L0VA

lovakia andPolandare ar C:.?Thoz.ca;hee:ent ? cr based on an gr-:mnt
ich was concluded in 1947. The tradeagreement in 19:.7. The trade agreaman
our-d-nation treatment andforseveraltariff2_c.1'-n-t--r ::'6-trnent sen
een extended to otherconcractingparties anwhich r _ tla-racng parties and
f preference.. A number of other -tererl'_n.. her.A bei of special agreements
rationare also in fore.ic .c-*zp;rtioi ara al>so in

ade between Czechoslovakiaand. tre -t-;ee-Czehcs:lvakia Poland has
illustratedby the following datail-zit-re td by the following:

31Ccr _ DIwo

(Inth.Yie-' kC!:v

J.958 682,924 514, 907
1959 82.. 631 509,962
1960 021 924,423 796, C21
:Lo L,8?251 1,015,525
191,043, iA47,096 i,0{,3,96

No --oblemn have a.-risen in respect of trnde between Czechoslovakia ar
Poland.
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DENMARK

The general provisions and. the rates of' duty contained in the Danish Tariff
oan 28 January 1959, as amended,'-are applicable to commodities imported into
Denmark from Poland. The Danish Tariff is a single column tariff, except for
the rates stemming from the EFTA Convention.

Imports of all goods from Poland are subject to licensing requirements.
Export licenses are needed for the exportation of practically all commodities
to Poland.

Trade between Denmark and Poland is regulated through a four-year trade
agreement end a supplementary Protocol, both expiring on 31 December. 1965.

With regard to a number of Polish commodities Denmark has agreed to
considering favourably the issue of licenses over and above the quotas thus
established. Furthermore, Denmark has undertaken to consider favourably the
licensing of Polish products other than those contained in the Agreement list in
cases where imports of such goods from other countries are subject to a liberal
regime.

During the last two years trade between Denmark and Poland has been increasing
and amounting to about Danish kroner 250 million in 1961 and Danish kroner
320 million in 1962.

FRANCE

Trade relations between France and Poland are governed by the trade agreement
of 22 January 1962, valid from. I January to 31 December 1962.

Negotiations are at. present in progress with a view to renewing the agreement.

The level of trade between France and Poland has been as follows:

Imports Exports

(on 1963 francs)

1961 82,000,000 108,000, 000

1962 119,000,000 12;3,000,000

The rise of 77 million francs as compared with 1961 was accounted for
firstly by. an increase in our purchases of horses for slaughter
(+.10 million francs) and resinous wood (+ 2 million francs); and secondly
by exceptional imports of ware potatoes (6 million francs) and sugar
(9 million francs). Imports of coal have remained stable.
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The increase in French exports is mainly due to a special wheat transaction
(40 million francs). With the exception of chemical products (+ 3.5 million
francs) there has been a sharp drop in our sales of mechanical and electrical
equipment (13 million francs, as compared with 34 million francs in 1961).
There has also been a slight advance in our sales of iron and steel products
(- 3 million francs).

GERMANY, FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF

The conclusion of a Protocol concerning trade and navigation between the
Federal Republic of Germany and Poland on 7 March 1963 created a new
contractual basis for the trade relations between the two countries.

There were concluded:

1. A Protocol concerning trade and navigation to be effective from..
1 January 1963 to 31 December 1966 with renewal by tacit agreement for
successive periods of one year provided no notice of termination is given
three months before the end of a calendar year. It was agreed in the Protocol
to establish a trade mission of the Federal Republic of Germany in Poland,
its activities and its status corresponding with those of the trade mission
of Poland in the Federal Republic of Germany on the basis of reciprocity:

2. A Protocol concerning navigation between the Federal Republic of Germany
and the People's Republic of Poland to be effective from 1 January 1963 until
51 December 1965. Automatic renewal as under 1.

3. Lists of products (Annex A = Polish supplies, Annex B = German supplies)
with a period of validity from. 1January 1963 until 31 December 1965. These
lists are to be reviewed annually by a mixed commission. Automatic renewal
as under 1.

The value of the agreed lists of products amounts annually to
DM.858 million, comprising DM.1468 million for Polish supplies and DM.390 million
for German supplies. The balance of DM.78 million in favour of Poland is
intended to offset possible difficulties arising in the sale of Polish agricultural
products which are affected by EEC regulations (mainly pigs, poultry, eggs).
On the German export side DM.12 million was earmarked for services.

To restrict possible undercutting of prices and concentration of trade on
a few products internal limitations for certain groups of commodities have
been introduced in the Federal Republic in the issue of collective tenders
for the import of Polish goods. No recent complaints that are worth mentioning
with respect to Polish dumping have become known. The German import ban
on diethylic ether was maintained.
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GeneralTrade between the
Federal Revublic of Germany and Poland

(in DM million)

Year Germnan imports German exports Total trade Balance
from Poland to Poland

1960 326.1 283.3 609.4 - 42.8
1961 346.2 269.5 615.7 - 76.7
1962 _327.1 254.1 581.2 - 73.-
1963 109.9 88.1 198.- - 21.8

.1.9.62 .5. 124.4 98.1 222.5 - 26.3

The tendency towards a German deficit in its trade with Poland continued,
though decreased by. a Polish net deficit in services between the two countries
in the amount. of about DM. 10 to 12 million annually. The current German net
deficit is explained by Poland by the repayment of Polish debts from earlier
years to the Federal Republic of Germany.

INDIA

The volume of trade between the two countries in 1962 was worth
Rs.191 million as against Rs.126 million in 1961 and Rs.77.3 million in 1959.
Exports in 1962 totalled Rs.112.5 million and imports Rs.78.5 million, leaving
a balance of Rs.3.4 million in favour of India.

Export structure was considerably diversified by the inclusion of manufactured
and non--traditional goods like coir products, handicrafts, technical and
pharmaceutical glycerine, semi-products for pharmaceutical production, asbestos,
textiles, sports goods, textile machinery, rolled-steel products, tinned fish
and prawns etc., among goods scheduled for exports in 1962.

The validity of the trade agreement between India and Poland, concluded
in 1959. has been extended by a further year, i.e. to 31 December 1963.
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Trade between Indonesia and Poland is conducted on the basis of a trade
agreement which provides for most-favoured-nation treatment with respect to

customs -tariffs and trade controls. Annexed to the agreement are two lists of
commodities which m y be exchanged, but these lists are neither binding nor

exclusive. The agreement is valid initially for a one-year period and may be
renewed automatically for additional periods of one.. year unless -prior. notice cf
its termination is given by either Government.

A! the present time the principal problem in relation to Indonesia's trade
with Poland is a persistent trade deficit which has been in Poland's favour over

the past several years. Representations have been made on this matter and a

solution is being sought at the present time.

The development of trade between Indonesia and Poland may be illustrated
by the following data:;

IMPORTS from POLAND EXPORTS to POLAND

2
1 9 5 7²

(a) Consumption goods of Rubber lsg. 1,503,845 - Rp.10,237,421
which more than
50 per cent represent
finished textile and
textile poducts Rp. I2,336,381

(b) Semi-processed goods
of which more than
50 per ce-.4 represent

textile products Rp. 7.133,890

(c) Capital goods Rp. 7,403.940

TOTAL Rp. 19,874,211 Trade deficit 1957 = Rp. 9,636,790

'Data supplied in 1962 for the first review.

1957-1959: 11.40 rupias = US$1.



IMPORTS from POLAND EXPORTS to POLAND

(a) Consumption goods
(b) Semi-processed

goods
(c) Capital goods

TOTAL

Rp. 1, 534, 507

Rp. 691,505
Rp. 44,504

Rp. 2,270,516

Crude oil/

Petroleum kg. 48,937 Rp.

Trade deficit 1958

155,896

= Rp. 2,114,620

1 9 5- 9

(a) Consumption goods
(b) Semi-processed

goods
(c) Capital goods

TOTAL

Rp. 1,276,655

Rp. 4,956,785
Rp. 4,560

Rp. 6,238, 000

Raw skins. palm )
kernels and copra)
cakes )

Trade deficit 1959

Rp. 1,220,727

= Rp. 5,017,263

196 02

(a). Consumption goods
(b) Semi-processed

goods
(c) Capital goods

TOTAL

Rp. 42, 897, 92:5

Rp.43,159,107
Rp. 108,235

Rp. 86,165,263

Rubber
Palm kernels
Petroleum goods

Trade deficit 1960 =

Rp. 15,356, 157
Rp. 4,081, 945
Rp. 40,441

Rp. 19,478,543
Rp. 66,686,720

11957-59: 11.40 rupias = US$1.

21960: 45 rupias = US$1.

L/2058
Page 15
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ITALY

-The Italo-Polish Trade Protocol for 1962, signed in Rome on 20 December 1961,
provided for a global trade volume of 55,500 million lire (Italian imports
29,500 million lire and Polish imports 26,000 million lire).

The actual volume of trade between Italy and Poland during 1962 amounted
to 45,960 million lire, i.e. an increase by 7.2 per cent over the 1961 level,
viz:

1961 1962 Increase or

(million lire) decrease

Italian imports from Poland 24,379 28,440 + 16.7%

Italian exports to Poland 18,484 17,520 - 5.2%

Total trade' 42,863 45,960 + 7.2%

In 1962 Italian imports from Poland showed an increase of about 16.7 per cent
compared with the preceding year, while the Italian exports to Poland decreased
by about 5.2 per cent. Italian imports of Polish products in 1962 amounted to
0.8 per cent of total Italian imports, and the Italian exports to Poland
amounted to 0.6 per cent of the total Italian exports.

Within the framework of the Italo-Polish Long-Term Agreement of
27 November' 1960, valid for the period 1961-64, a Trade Protocol was signed on.
27 February 1963 which foresees for the current year an exchange of goods
between the two countries to a value of 68,000 million lire, an increase by
22.5 per cent, in comparison with the level provided for in the preceding
protocol. Polish goods to be imported into Italy under the Protocol represents
a value of about 36,000 million lire while the volume of Italian goods to be
exported to Poland amounts to about 32,000 million lire. The envisaged imbalance
is intended to enable the Polish authorities to accumulate funds needed to
make payments on goods previously purchased on instalment arrangements under
the Agreement of 27 November 1960 on the supply of equipment and investment
goods.

The principal Polish products to be exported to Italy are the following:
cattle, horses, pigs, lamb, poultry, eggs, chemical products, coal, hides.
timber, various machinery.

The following goods constitute Italian exports to Poland: iron and steel
products, various machinery and apparatus, chemical products, artificial and
synthetic fibres and corresponding yarn, plastic materials and synthetic resins,
citrus fruits.
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JAPAN

There exists a "'Treaty on Commerce between Japan and the Polish People's
Republic", which was signed cn 26 April '.958 eiad came into force on
16 January 1959 for a period of five years. A reade and payments agreement
between the two countries was also concluded on 26 Anril 1958.

In accordance with the Drovisio:: s of the said Treaty, the two countries
accord to each other most-favoured-nations treatmentinall matters concerning
customs tariffs and other commercial policy measures. Japan, therefore exercises
no discrimination -gainst Poland, applyif.- ri.1.'n. rates to imports from it.
Japan's import liberalization list is also applicable to Poland.

Despite these measures, Poland's exports to Japan were at a lo:w level until
1961, owing to the lack of demand for Polich products iL Japan.

In 1061, however, imports from Poland rose almost- four times, compared to
those in the precedin3 year, -mainly due to increased imports of sugar, malt and
machines. Japan's exports to Poland in 1961 doubled these in tha preceding year,
as a result of increased trade in beari; gs, tyres and tubes for motor-cars,
papers and chemicals.

japan's exports to Poland in 1962 rose by 55 per cent compared with the
preceding year, due to increased exports of chemicals, bearings ard new items
such as machines and steel manufactures. Imports from Poland in 1962 fell by
19.per cent in caparizson with whose in 1961: as a result of reduced imports of
malt and sugar which have been Japan's nrain imports frTo Poland.TradebetweenJapanandPoland(1,000dollars)

Imports from Exports to Total
Poland Poland

1956 6 101 107
1957 497 2,621 3,118
1958 531 840 1,371
1959 ;308 817 1,125
1960 479 841 1,320
1961 1,837 1,725 3,562
196e 1,488 2,686 4,174
1963 (January-April) 63358 522

Remarks: These figures are based on the altest issue of the "Annual Return of
Foreign Trade of Japan".
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PAKISTAN

Trade between Pakistan and Poland is regulated by the Trade Agreement
which was originally signed in February 1956, and continues to be in force.. The
Agreement inter aria provides for grant of m.f.n. treatment in respect of
customs duties, taxes and charges on import and export or on international
transfer of payments for import or export. The two Governments also agree to
permit under the normal rules and regulations in force in either country the
importation and exportation of various commodities of Pakistani or Polish
origin. The lists of goods for export to and import from Poland included in
the Agreement are only illustrative and goods not included iln them can also be.
imported or exported by either country.

Pakistan's Exports to and Imports from Poland

Exports Imports
Rs Rs

February 1959-January 1960 V7,594,l74 4,104,745
February 1960-January 1961 28,864,548. 7,580,850

February 1961-January 1962 15,781,097 8,131,656

As will be seen from the above data, there has been an increase of trade in
each direction during the above period.

A number of- special commodity exchange arrangements have also been concluded
with Poland in recent years with a view to further developing the trade with that
country. A number of official and non-official trade delegations have visited
Pakistan from Poland.. A trade: delegation also visited Poland from Pakistan in
1957. The object of these visits has been to explore ways and means of
furthering the trade between the two countries.

No problems have arisen which required consultations or representations
under the Deolaration.

RHODESIA AND NYASALAND, FED. OF¹

Following consultations initiated by the Polish Government, the Federation
of Rhodesia and Nyasaland has revised, with effect from 26 February 1962, its
import licensing treatment of goods originating in Poland.

(a) Licences will be issued without monetary limit in accordance with
sub-sections 1 and 2 hereunder:

1Information supplied in 1962 for the first review.
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1. Items for which import licenses will be issued on a selective basis for:

(i) types not substitutable for domestic products, and

(1i) quantities to satisfy requirements in excess of domestic production.

Agricultural machinery
Bicycle parts and accessories
Butter (freedom to tender)
Carbide.
Carbon paper
Caplines (hoods).
Chemicals, other than drugs and pharmaceuticals for dispensing
shown in 2

Electrical machinery and apparatus
Electrical household appliances
Haberdashery
Leather manufactures
Leather
Locks and padlocks
Mining and industrial machinery
Newsprint
Paraffin
Piece-goods for industrial use and for convertors
Paper for making up into exercise books.

2. .Items for which-import licenses will Usually be issued upon application:

Ammunition
Beer, wines and spirits, including brandy
Cotton thread
Drawing instruments
Drugs and pharmaceuticals for dispensing (approved by the
Ministry of Health)

Dyestuffs
Electric and fluorescent lamps
Electric meters
Firearms
Fire engines and fire apparatus and appliances
Fish, tinned
Footballs and adaptors (pump)
Fountain pen ink
Glass, window
Glassware table and laboratory
Hand tools
Hessian piece-goods
Horse shoe nails
Insulators of porcelain or glass
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Jute grain bags-
Lead crystals

Machine tools -
Medical instruments
Motorcycles
Motor scooters
Musical instruments (excluding mouth organs)
Oil cloth
Ornamental porcelainware
Pencils, lead and colour
Piece-goods of nylon or other synthetic fibres not containing rayon

or spun rayon
Photographic paper and films including X-ray
Railway rolling stock freedomm to tender)
Salt
Scales and balances
Sporting and athletic goods
Telephone apparatus
Timber, unmanufactured coniferous
Toys., including dolls
Water colour paints
Water pumps

(b) Licences will be-.issued for direct import into the Federation of the
following goods for over the counter sales, during the period ending 30 June 1962,
up to the value of £100,000.

Piece-goods: wool (excluding worsted), cotton corduroy, cotton prints,
cotton poplin, and all rayon piece-goods except those dyed or bleached,
or in a loom state:

- if in a drill, twill, sateen or satin weave

- or if in a plain weave, except poplin.

The Federation has reserved the right at any time, to vary the treatment
accorded to any goods listed above, where prejudice is threatened to domestic
industry.
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Statistics of the Federation's trade with Poland during 1961 are as follows:

Imports 1961

Product

Articles of food
Cotton fabrics
Rayon and other fabrics
Medicinal products
All other products

Total

Value £

1,814
36,743
68,870
1,468
1,584

110,489

Exports

Hides, wet
Hides, dry
Asbestos
Copper blister
Copper, electrolytic and wire bar
Copper cathodes

Total

50,020
11,082
152,589
384,852
327,833
165,224

1,091,600

SWEDEN

The annual bilateral commercial negotiations between Sweden and Poland
are the traditional forum for the discussion of the commercial relations between
the two countries.

Since 1959 - in connexion with the bilateral negotiations - two important
measures likely to promote an enlarged trade between the countries have been
taken, that is, on the one hand, Sweden's abolition of the bilateral
regulation of the payments from 1 June 1960, and, on the other, the entering
into a long-term agreement for the exchange of goods in force for a period
of three years beginning on 1 May 1961. In this connexion may also be
mentioned that mutual visits by commercial delegations took place before the
negotiations in 1961.

Sweden has also unilaterally taken a step towards greater liberalization
of trade with Poland through the free-listing of exports which was effected on
1 July 1961, by this action the licence requirement for most of Sweden's exports
to the so-called Eastern States was abolished. As to the imports, the Swedish
free-listing has, as is known, not been extended to apply to these countries.
In practice, however, no restrictions in granting licenses are applied to the
greater part of these imports.
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The developmentoftradeduring the period 1958-1962 is shown inthe
attached schedule, of imports and exports, appendices 1 and 2. The imports
from Poland have since 1958 Increased by more than100percent to
Sw.Kr. 175 million.Theincrease refersw to most groups of commodities and has nf. ?:.'t
iculary proninetntin respectof finished iron and steel. Imports of :;..Tnpo'

coke have decreased substantiallyin importance and amountedonly to xnted onl
nt of the total imports in comparison with 75-95 per cent 9r3ring theharcinc'r

f of the 1950s.heO-

value oftotal exports to Poland decreased substantiallyduring \dur
and 1960. Mostofthe reduction concerns the machinarysector.The Coto
rtsduring 1962 amountedtothe same value as during 1961. Certaincharges- I'

he composition ofexports were, however, noticable Thus, exports of s, e
shed iron and steel,non-electrical machinaryand shipsshowed p.3 aportantar:
ease.On the other hand, exportsof paperpulp and electrical machinary tric
eased. Aremarkable featurein Sweden's exportto Poland has been the now has
and toccuring considerable shipmentsof various riou agricultural products.
This, pork to the ealf o: Kr.10 millias wJao exporied :n 1959 and- rye he t'
valueKr. 14 million in 1961.1969
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Imports from Poland

(SITC-Revised)
(c.i.f.)

Commodities 1960 1961 1962
tons w.kr. tons m.kr. tons .m.kr.

Food etc. (0,1,22,4) 14.4

of which: meat and preserved meat
eggs
vegetables. fresh and

preserved
sugar

1.2

1.7
0.8

Raw materials incl. fuels (2 excl. 22,3)
Industrial raw materials

of which: articles of wood
gypsum etc.

3.0
2.5

1.9
2.9

21.3

3.8
3.4

4.4
3.9

68.3

15.3

56.6

10.7

3.9
2.1

5.1
2.0

coal
coke
liquid fuels

725 39.1
31 2.1

4.3

596 33.5
48 3.3

9.1

612 35.6
11 ....0.7-

16.7

Manufactured and semi-manufactured
goods ( 5-9)

Chemicals et.
Textiles and textile articles

( le.articles of apparel)
Iron and steel

81.8

10.8

48.1

of which: finished iron and steel
tubes and fittings of

Cast iron

Metals other than iron and steel

of which: zinc

.Manufactures of metals;J-machiner ,
apparatus, transport equipment

Miscellaneous commodities

Total

50 29.9 47 27.3

2.1

2.3 3.0

2.6

3.5 4.1

82 43.4

3.1

5.8 5.8

4.1

120.8 130.5 174.6

Thousands of tons.

²Millions of Swedish "kroner".

Fuels

of which:

6.0
3.4

12.2
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Exports to Poland

(SITC-Revised)(f.o.b.)

1960 1961 1962
Commodities 1 2

tons m.kr. tons m.kr. tons.. m.kr.

Food etc, (0,1,22,4)

of which: wheat
rye
barley

0.6

Raw materials incl. fuels (2 excl. 22.3) 55,2

Paper pulp
Iran ore

7.6 6.0
686 47.9

Manufactures and semi-manufactured
goods (-9) --

Chemicals etc.
Iron and steel

of which: finished iron
and steel 0.8: 3.6

Manufactures of metals, machinery
aparatus, transport equipment

of which: machinery and apparatus
other than electrical

machinery for treating
metals

pumps and centrifuges
electrical machinery and
apparatus

transport equipment
ships and boats

Miscellaneous conmodities

Total

1.4 1.2 1.4

95.1 107.6 107.8

¹Thousaxids of tons.

²Millions of Swedish "kroner".

14.1

5.6
5.1
3.4

.41.0

0.0
13.5

50.8

6.9
40. 1

10.4
569

6.7
548

3.4
35.9

39.2

6.63.9

52.3

12

3.4 8.9

28.9

15.4

3.7 14.5

31.2,

18.7

3.1
4.6

11.8

1.7
2.5

11.8
0.8

2.1
3.2

10.1
2.2
2.1

6.1
5.6
5.4
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SWITZERLAND.

Economic relations between Poland and Switzerland are governed by the
Trade Convention of 26 June 1922 and by. the Trade and Payments Agreement of
25 June 1949.

Payment transactions are conducted through a clearing arrangement.

The customs reductions and duty bindings provided for in the above-
mentioned Convention or in the addenda thereto were denounced upon the entry
into force of the new Swiss customs tariff on 2 January 1960, to the extent
that they had not already been cancelled earlier. The only provision
remaining in force with regard to customs duties is therefore the most-
favoured-nation clause contained in that Convention. Consequently, Polish
products imported into Switzerland cannot be subjected to duties which are

either higher or different from those levied on the products of any other
country. The provisions of the most-favoured-nation clause do not apply,
however, to the special benefits resulting from customs union.

Under the Agreement regarding the exchange of goods, quota lists were

drawn up regularly at first to establish the pattern of trade for a contractual
year.

Since Switzerland extended to Poland on a de facto basis the liberaliza-
tion measures which it applied to imports from -western countries, these lists
of goods, which were renewable on a yearly basis, declined in significance.
For some years past, therefore, no new lists have been drawn up, with the
result that trade in goods between Switzerland and Poland has since then been
conducted in accordance with the autonomous regulations in force in the
two countries.

According to Swiss trade statistics, in the past three years Swiss

imports from Poland and Swiss exports to that country have been as follows:

Year imports

(million Swiss francs)

1959 30.0 56.6
1960 36.1 56.5
1961 49.1 55.9

If one considers that in the past ten years Swiss purchases in Poland
have amounted to an average of D3 tllion francs, it may be said that Polish

deliveries to Switzerland have advanced in an encouraging manners particularly
in the past three years. Swiss exports to Poland have also developed
satisfactorily, although since 1959 they have remained at a level of some

56 million francs per annum.

1Information supplied in 1962 for the first review.
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On the other hand the composition of Swiss exports is less satisfactory,
Thus, for example, in 1960 and 1961, 60 to 70 per cent of the goods delivered
by Switzerland consisted of capital goods, i.e. machinery and apparatus, while
only a small proportion consisted of consumer goods, including durable
articles. This disequilibrium in exchange of goods is due largely to the
basic disparity between the two economic systems: in Switzerland, a free
market economy with almost complete liberalization of imports of raw
materials, finished goods and semi-products; in Poland, a State monopoly
system over foreign trade and foreign exchange, permitting only those
purchases of foreign goods for which provision is made in the economic plan.

In cases where these divergencies threatened to cause serious disruption
of the Swiss market, either because prices of Polish products were too low
or because the volume of imports was too high (textiles, eggs), the Swiss
authorities were obliged to take appropriate measures.

TURKEY

Trade between Poland and Turkey is carried out under bilateral trade
and payments agreements, the latest of these being the Protocol signed in
Ankara on 26 February 1962. This Protocol has been drawn up in accordance
with the principle of a single list containing quotas.

The trade volumes between the two countries during the years 1958-61 are
(in thousand dollars):

1258 1959 1960 1961

Turkish imports from Poland 10,769 6,014 8,598 5,626

Turkish exports to'Poland 6,998 7,450 3,594 3,910

Balance -3,772 -1,4,36 -5,004 -1,716

The concessions previously accorded to Poland were abolished as a result
of the Turkish Tariff Reform which was put into effect at the beginning of
1961 in* conformity with the waiver obtained from the CONTRACTING PARTIES. Under
Turkish Law 2237, most-favoured-nation treatment is still being accorded to
Poland.

UNITED KINGDOM

Trade between the United Kingdom and Poland was conducted within the
framework of a three-year trade arrangement concluded on 20 May 1960 for the
three years commencing 1 July 1960. Under this trade agreement, annual
negotiations were held at which annual quota lists were agreed. A new trade
agreement with annual quota lists covering a wide range of products was
concluded on 12 June 1963.
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There has been a substantial increase in trade between the United Kingdom
and Poland in each direction during the last four years as the following
statistics show (in million pounds sterling):

i249 1960 r9261 1962

United Kingdxm imports from Poland 32.5 36.1 36.9 38.5

United Kingdom exports to Poland 16.3 14.5 22.5 33.5

No problems have arisen which required consultations or representations
under paragraphs A:2 or B:2 of the Declaration.

UNITED STATES

Trade between the United States and Poland rose significantly in 1962
with United States exports reaching a total of $94,454,000 and imports
$45,914,000. These figures represent increases of 26 per cent and
11 per cent, respectively as compared with the previous year.

While a substantial portion of the United Stated sales to Poland in
1962 consisted of shipments of surplus agricultural products under
Public Law 480, regular commercial trade also grew. During 1962 the
Public Law 480 shipments to Poland rose by 30 per cent to a total of
$62,316,000.

The United States did not experience any particular difficulties in its
trading relations with Poland during the past year and has made no
representations to the Polish Government pursuant to the Declaration of
9 November 1959.
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ANNEX II

Statement INiade by the Polish Representative at
the Council Meeting on 21 June 1963

1 should like first to thank the Chairman and the. mem'iers of the Council for
permittingmetomakeastatementregarding relation between the CONTRACTING

PARTIES and-Poland

In order not to take up too much of your time I would refer you to the
statement made by the Polish delegation during the first review of relations between
Poland and the CONTRACTING PARTIES which took place last year, and to all the
documents drawn up at that time. That review made it possible to examine in
detail many aspects of Poland's association with contracting parties from the
outset until 1961.

I shall, therefore, concentrate on. changes which have taken place- during 1962.

The year 1962 was less favourable for the Polish economy than 1961, when the
rate of growth of national income was 8 per cent (i.e. more than had been forecast
in the Five-Year Plan); in 1962 the rate-of growth amounted to 2.5 per cent.

This state of affairs is mainly due to the effect on agriculture of bad weather
conditions. In 1962 agricultural production was 8,5 per cent lower than in 1961.
In reporting this I must add, however, that the 1961 agricultural output was well
above average and that production in 1962 was higher than in 1960, for example.

Poland's overall industrial output in 1962 was"8.4 per cent higher than in
1961.

I should like, on this occasion, to quote "a few typical figures. Production
of electric power rose in 1962 from 32,200 million to 35,400 million kWh, while
coal production rose from 106.6 to 109.6 million tons.. Steel production increased
from 7.2 to 7.7 million tons and cement production from 7.4 to 7.5 million tons.

The rate of investment for 1962 in the various branches of, Industry and. mining
was high. There has consequently been marked progress in the working of sulphur
and lignite mines and in the preparatory work for copper mining. Again the
greatest changes have occurred in the structure of the chemical industry which
from 1964 on will benefit from the bringing into operation of the great petroleum
refinery at Plock.

In order not to take up your time unduly, I shall now turn to the situation
with respect to foreign trade.

Poland's commercial exchanges in 1962 amounted to a global value of
$3,531 million, which was 10.6 per cent above the result achieved in 1961.
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Exports rose to $1,646 million, beingin value9.4 percent higher in value than in

Imports reached 7 level of $1,885 million, which was 11,7 per cent above
the figure for 1961.

At the same time, appreciable changes took place in the structure ef our
foreign trade. On the export side, the share of machinery and. equipment goods
for industry increased to reach 30 per cent of our total exports, while that of
ra'w materials and semi-manufactures- (including coal) fell to 39 per cent.
Agricultural products accounted for 19.2 per cent, while the share of industrial
consumer goods rose to 11.8 per cent.

Poland's commercial exchanges with contracting parties rose'in value from
$1,542 million in 1961 to $1,630 million in 1962, that is to say by 5.7 per cent.

The share of contracting *parties in Pol:nd's total foreign trade fell from
48.3 per cent in 1961 to 46.1 per cent in 1962.

Exports from Poland to contracting parties rose by 8.3 per cent from
$701 million in 1961 to $759 million in 1962, representing 45.7 per cent of
total exports.

Poland's imports from contracting parties rose by 3.5.per cent from
$840 million in 1961 to $870 million in 1962, representing 46.2 per cent of
total imports.

In mentioning these figures, I should like to recall the statements made by
the Polish delegation during the first review of relations between Poland and
the contracting parties as well as during -the recent ministerial meeting.

In particular, it was noted that the existence of a trade deficit with
contracting parties constitutes a serious hindrance to the future development
of our imports from contracting parties, and all the more so since there has
been a no less unfavourable trend in regard to the other elements which make
up the balance of payments with contracting parties (for example, services).

As regards exchanges of goods alone, I should like to draw your attention
to the fact that Poland's trade deficit with contracting parties in 1962
amounted to $110.9 million.

The Polish delegation hopes to be able to furnish more detailed figures
concerning Poland's commercial exchanges with contracting parties to the
Working Party which, as you have stated, Mr. Chairman, is to meet during the
second week of July.

I think that I should nevertheless emphasize now that the relatively
modest rate of growth of Poland's imports from contracting parties in 1962 was
due not only to the existence of the trade deficit, to which I have just referred,
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but also in great part to the uncertainty prevailing for our commercial policy
during 1962, particularly with respect to our agricultural exports which still
constitute about 50 per cent of our exports to West European countries.

Another source of uncertainty for our foreign trade was the unclarified
situation regarding application of the most-favoured-nation clause to United
States imports from Poland.

During the current year there have been some encouraging developments in
Poland's commercial relations with certain contracting parties. For example,
the trade agreement between Poland and the United Kingdom has been extended,
a long-term agreement has been concluded between Poland and the Federal
Republic of Germany, and we are in the process of concluding one with France
and perhaps with the Benelux. countries.

Long-term agreements have been in operation for some time with Italy,
Sweden, Denmark, Norway and Austria.

I would not wish to miss this opportunity to emphasize once more that
Poland's commercial exchanges with the developing countries are expanding very
vigorously.

In conclusion, I should like to thank the Executive Secretary of GATT and
the members of the secretariat for the attention -which they have given to our
problems and their assistance in seeking solutions.

We hope that in the new initiatives of GATT we can find the requisite
means to overcome the obstacles to the expansion of reciprocal trade between
Poland and the contracting parties.
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ANNEX III

Trade Statistics of 1961and 1962-Supplied by Poland

The following table was supplied by the delegation of Poland. In the
course of its discussion the Working Party found. that t-here were in some eases
considerable discrepancies between the figures in-.this table and the corres-
ponding figures in the national statistics of the countries concerned. In some
cases these discrepancies could be explained by the Tact that the Polish" trade
statistics referred to countries of consignment and delivery (i.e. countries
from which the goods were bought and to which they were sold), whereas the
statistics of the countries concerned mostly reference to countries oforigin
and final destination. In some cases the discrepancy might also be caused..
by the lapse between the dates of exportation and importation or by other
factors which..wkere not: identified by the Working Party.

(A) APolisl. Trade with GATT Countries
Value in million exchange zlotys (1 exchange zloty = US$6.25)

Exports Imports

196) 1962 1961=100 1961 1962 1961=100

Argentina

Australia

Belgium/Luxemburg

Austria

Brazil

Burma

Cambodia

Canada

Ceylon

Chile

Cuba.

Czechoslovakia

Denmark

(1) 2) (3)
29.2 .. 6.3 21.6

2.8 4.0 142.9
36.7 42.0 114.4

112.9 129.7

45.7 20.1

5.4 3.6
4.1 4.5

12.2 18.7

21.0 13.80.8 3.4
90.2. .81.2

587.2 585.4
65.8 91.2

0.2 0.1

84.9 89.1
56.6 101.7

Dominican Republic

Finland

France

114.9

44.0

66.7

109.8
153.3
65.7

425.0

90.0

99.3
138.6
50.0

105.0

179.0

(4)
55.3
81.1
27.8
114.7

66.1.

3.4

(5).. (6)
77.6 140.3

71.4 88.0.

26.7 96,0

119.5 104.2

23.8 .36.0
8.6 252.9

- 3.8
131.3 123.9

6.3 25.5

4.3 1.7

97.5 76.4

651.4 794.6
63.3 84.o

99.0

94.4
404.8

.39.5
78.4

122.0

132.7

89.8 90.7

81.6 102.0 125.0
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(1)

Federal Republic
of Germany

Ghana

Greece

Haiti

India

Indonesia

Israel

Italy

Japan

Federation of Malaya

Netherlands

New Zealand

Nicaragua

Federation of Nigeria

Norway

Pakistan

Peru

Portugal

Rhodesia

Sierra Leone

South Africa

Spain
Sweden

Switzerland

Tunisia

Turkey

United Kingdom of
Great Britain and
Northern Ireland

United States of
America

344.9

1.7

16.9

65.8
67.6

4.4

129.8

3.7
3.3
46.2

0.3

17.5

3.4

10.3

1.2

0.3

2.0

20.6

87.8
96.2

7.3
19.5

(2)

333.2
i4.8
36.1
3.2

80.0

57.9

10.0

158.2

3.8
6.o
49.1
0.1

5.6

25.9
3.9

3.5
0.7

1.7

2.1

35.8
132.0

76.5
7.1

30.0

416.2 415.7

(3)

96.6

870.6

213.6

121.6

85.7

227.3

121.9

102.7

181.8

106 3

1,866.7

148.0

114.7

34.0
58.3
566.7
105.0

173.8

150.3

79.5
97.3
153.8

(4)

266.0

2.2

30.7

28.4

3.4

3.2
122.0

5.0

26.5

51.5

7.8

0.3
14.2

29.2

0.5

6.1

2.8

8.6
13.4

79.9

92.5

5.6
16.4

(5)

250.2

15.8
21.5

76.1

16.0

4.5
118.8

8.6

7.7

40.0
16.1

(6)

94.1.

718.2

70.0

268.0

470.6

140.6

97.4

172.0

29.1

77.7

206.4

10.6 3,533.3
24.0 169.0
18.9 64.7

7.9 129.5
0.4 14.3

10. 8

30.1

85.4
87.8
5.3

18.8

125.6

224.6

106.9
94.9

94.6
114.6

99.9 381.5 472.5 123.9

141.5 168.5 119.1 483.6 314.2 65.0



(1)

Uruguay

Yugoslavia

Upper Volta

Gabon

Cameroon

Congo (Brazzaville')

Kuwait

Central African
Republic

Tanganyika

Trinidad

Uganda

United Arab Republic

1.0

104.9

509

(2)

1.0

126.2

2.1

(3)

120.3

(4)

156.2 156.5

156.2 156.6

35.6

0.1

0.2

29.2 53.9 184.6 41.0

Total 2,805.2 3,037.6 108.3 3,361.6 3,481.2 10,3.6

(B) Polish Trade with COMECON Counqries

Exports Imports

1961 1962 1961=100 1961 1962 1961=100

Albania 14.9 14.8 99.3 15.9 20.5 128.9
Bulgaria 86.4 97.1 112.4 83.2 124.8 150.0

Czechoslovakia 587.2 583.4 99.3 651.4 794.6 122.0

Eastern Germany 438.8 470.4 107.2 811.0 939.6 115.9
Hungary 220.4 254.5 115.5 235.9 272.7 115.6
Rumania 130.1 140.4 107.9 96.2 160.8 167.1
USSR 1,940.0 2,274.6 117.2 1,959.0 2,311.4 117.9

3,417.8 3,835.2 112.2 3,852.6 4,624.4
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(5) (6)

100.3

0.1

26.7 65.1

Total 120.0


